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This episode is a crash course in affiliate marketing, SEO, link building, and quite simply 
the sheer will to create a meaningful online income. 
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Sa El used to sell life insurance door-to-door in Atlanta. Now he’s taken his insurance 
knowledge and expertise online by building out SimplyInsurance.com. 

The insurance niche is incredibly competitive, yet within two years Sa has built up his 
site to a steady $13k-$15k a month in affiliate revenue. He did it with a combination of 
SEO fundamentals and scaling his processes to make a huge impact in a short 
timeframe. 

Where'd You Get the Idea to Start Your Site? 

Sa was selling life insurance door-to-door and wanted to get into the online space. So, a 
site focused around insurance was the obvious first choice. 

Sa knew he needed to educate himself in digital marketing and building affiliate sites, so 
he took Brian Dean’s SEO course, SEO That Works. Interestingly, when Sa told Brian 
he wanted to enter the insurance niche, he said Brian told him, “I have a guy in the 
course that’s doing pretty good with insurance, however, I would absolutely not 
recommend going into it.” 

Insurance is a very competitive niche to get into. But this didn’t deter Sa, in fact, quite 
the opposite. Sa said what Brian said motivated him for two reasons; 

1. He likes a challenge, and 
2. If the niche is that competitive, it means most of the competition is already at the 

top. There won’t be much competition at his level. 

How Did You Approach Content Creation? 

Sa said he started out focusing on money pages, which are keywords that have a high 
purchasing intent. 

The first post he ever wrote was called; How to Get Life Insurance Quotes with No 
Phone Calls From Agents. It’s one of the highest performing posts on his site to date, 
and the interesting part is that Sa didn’t do any research into the topic before writing it. 

”I didn’t do any keyword research on it, I just wrote it,” Sa told me. He wrote this post 
because he knew from experience that people wanted to know how to get life insurance 
quotes without receiving calls. As a result, this post brings in loads of traffic from dozens 
of longtail keywords. 

Sa continued to focus on money pages and started doing keyword research using 
Ahrefs to find new post ideas. Some of the specific criteria he used when doing keyword 
research included: 

• Looking for longtail keywords that are 4-5 words long. 
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• Focusing on high CPC keywords. In the insurance niche, the cost per click can 
be as high as $70-$80. If advertisers are paying a lot for clicks, there’s money in 
the keywords. 

• Low keyword difficulty score in Ahrefs. 

As far as writing the content, Sa said he always set out to produce the best possible 
content he could. He didn’t focus on word count, but his posts always ran long because 
he wrote until he felt there were no more questions to be answered on the topic. 

Something Sa did that differs from the way most bloggers approach content creation 
was to write all the content first, then publish it all at the same time. He did this because 
he said it was quicker overall. 

Sa used Thrive Architect WordPress Page Builder, and this allowed him to create 
templates and copy and paste bits of articles as he was forming a layout. Due to the 
amount of multimedia, tables, affiliate links, and all the other work that goes into each 
post, it still took him a day to publish two posts. 

How'd You Market Your Content and Build Backlinks? 

With money keywords in the insurance niche being so competitive, Sa knew he would 
need to build backlinks to his articles to rank well. 

The course he took taught him to spend the same amount of time marketing and 
promoting each piece of content as it took him to write it. This year, Sa split this time by 
spending the first 6 months creating content and he’s going to spend the next 6 months 
building links. 

The main link building techniques Sa uses are: 

Guest Posts 

Sa has done a lot of outreach for guest posting. Sometimes he gets a “No”, sometimes 
a site will say he needs to pay, and sometimes he gets a “yes”. He said he’s relentless 
when it comes to pitching for guest posts though, and has turned some maybe’s or 
requests for sponsored posts into a “yes”. 

Sa’s Guest Posting Outreach Tips 

Sa has guest post outreach at scale down to a fine art. He uses an outreach approach 
he learned from the guys over at Authority Hacker. First, he types a keyword relevant to 
his niche into Google, such as “personal finance blogs”, or “personal finance guest 
posts” to bring up sites to contact. 
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Then, he adds a parameter to the Google search to bring up the top 100 results instead 
of the top 10. To do this yourself, after performing a search in Google add this 
parameter to the end of the URL: 

&num=100 

100 is the number of results you want to see on one page. You can change this to 
whatever you’d prefer. 

Sa then uses a tool called Scrape Box to scape all the email addresses from the sites 
on the page and add them to an Excel spreadsheet. Next, he uses an email marketing 
tool called Mailshake to compile all the emails, and Google G Suite to send out his 
outreach emails. 

He sends out 100 emails a day, and through the mix of responses, he would get some 
“Yes” replies to follow up. Before writing a guest post, Sa would take a deep dive into 
their site to see what kind of content is working well for them. Then he crafts a post to fit 
that style and finds a way to try and weave in links to his money posts. 

HARO 

Help A Reporter Out is a service journalists use to reach out and find bits of information 
for articles they’re writing. If you reply to a request for information and they use your 
information, you usually get a link in the article as the source. 

When you sign up with HARO you get emails three times a day. For a year, Sa would 
reply to around 4 requests on each email hunting for links. That’s a huge amount of 
outreach, and it turned into dozens of quality links for him. 

A tip he shared to increase your chances of being featured, is to think outside the box a 
little. Don’t just reply to niche relevant requests. For example, Sa replied to a request for 
“credit card hacks”, and replied with some information about how you can’t apply for life 
insurance with a credit card. 

“Anything that would get me a backlink, I would respond,” Sa told me. 

How Long Before You Started Seeing Revenue? 

It took 9 months before Sa saw his first commission check, and it’s a day he remembers 
well. “It was the best day of my life, I knew it worked. That’s all I needed to know, that it 
worked,” Sa told me. 

At this point, his site had 10 blog posts averaging around 5k words and he’d started 
building links. It wasn’t until another 6 months that Sa said he started seeing some real 
revenue come in. This was after he’d been building links to his money pages to push 
them higher in the SERPs. 
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What Kept You Going While the Site Wasn't Earning? 

“My fear,” Sa told me. “I was afraid to stay where I was.”  

The other thing was that insurance is a lucrative space. Sa was making $100k a year as 
an insurance agent, but it took long days and a lot of work to earn that money. He had 
the drive to scale his knowledge online and make money through his blog. 

What's the Traffic and Revenue Numbers Today? 

Last month, the site hit 6,000 visitors and $15k in revenue. Typically, Sa said the site 
averages anywhere between $13k-$15k per month. 

This isn’t a lot of traffic for the kind of revenue the site is making. Which is an example 
of how lucrative the insurance market is online. 

Sa also pointed out that about 1,500 of those visitors didn’t go to money pages. He’s 
created some statistics and study pages for the purpose of building backlinks, and those 
are starting to rank well. 

Trust Signals 

Sa said adding trust signals to his site is one of the elements that helps with 
conversions. Buying insurance online is a big deal for most people, they need to feel 
like they’re dealing with a company they can trust. 

Some of the trust signals Sa has deliberately added to his site includes: 

• His personal phone number - Visitors can call Sa if they have any questions. 

• Live Web Chat - Visitors can talk to Sa via a webchat interface. 

• Part of the BBB - Sa is a member of the Better Business Bureau. 

• HTTPS - All information going to and from his site is encrypted. 

• About and Contact Pages - Sa put these at the top of his site to make it very 
visible. He also said he saw a drop in rankings when he moved these pages to 
the bottom of his site, and a boost when placing them back at the top. 

What’s Next? 

Sa is planning on entering the Canadian market. He said it shouldn't be too difficult, 
most insurance terminology is the same and the competition is lower than in the US. 

He made a load of connections at FinCon this year. So, he has some guest posts to 
write and podcasts to appear on (that’s how we made our connection). 



As well as those new ventures, he’s going to keep doing what ‘s been working for him 
so far. That means writing more content and building more backlinks to his money 
pages. 

Sa’s #1 tip for Side Hustle Nation 

“Spend an hour a day on your own dream.” 

More Info: 

• https://www.sidehustlenation.com/359 
• https://simplyinsurance.com/ 

 
Until next time! 

-Nick 
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